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Obama as described in the ancient Oral Torah (Zohar and Midrash) Sivan 5769
1) Zohar Chadash – Parshas Balak 68b-69a: Near the end of page 68b it says: “A man,
unsuitable to rule (the world), will be 'brought to power' in the very Last Days... there will be
other men similarly undeserving to be leaders at that time.” 

Simply turning the page to 69a it says: heyw i`kf dynge .aixgzie cia`zi `nexc cvl `cg `zyipke
 - ediipia oelhwzi“ A Shul (Chabad house) in the South of the world (Mumbai, India) is utterly

destroyed among which 5 tzaddikim perish.” This happened on November 27, 2008 just 3 weeks
after Obama's election the events of which are written in the Zohar in this sequence. The Zohar
Chadash explains that this latter event makes Hashem extremely angry and fervently zealous to
designate both Mashiach ben Yoseph and Mashiach ben Dovid by the subsequent holiday of
Shavuos 5769. 

The Zohar further states on that same page:
 helyi dizerxk ciari ,jikx llnne `iitx dty ebae

“With a soft spoken, slick sounding voice, he will do as he pleases, he will rule.”dedc `kln `edde
 `yicw `nr lr `twezae qp e`iba fbxa helyi ,jikx meta hily“ And this king, that rules with a slick

voice, will rule with great rage and wrath attacking the holy nation (Israel). Sage commentators:
“Harboring many enraged thoughts, he singles out only Israel from among all the nations
of the world, giving them trouble and grief, dictating to them many evil edicts.” (Halt all
Jewish building, split Jerusalem into a capitol for a palestinian state, redeploy American troops
from Iraq to West Bank to insure a nuclear free Middle East, i.e. Israel).

2) Prophet Daniel 7:25: ocr blte oipcre ocr cr dcia oeadizie zce oipnf dipydl xaqie
“And he shall think to “change” the times and (his country and Israel's) religion (“Obamerica is
a Muslim nation”); and they (the holy nation) shall be given into his hands until a time, and
times, and half a time.” The commentaries say this is three and a half years (from six months into
his term - until the end of his term). “Immediately afterward arrives the Final Redemption,”
according to the Prophet who is one of two people (Daniel and Yaakov) to know the End date.

3) giyn zcb` `"nw b wlg yxcnd zia: (A Midrash about the signs just prior to Mashiach):ipa e`bzie
miqt` `la zekln ewifgie e`eaie axrn“ And the Westerners (democrat politicians) will arrogantly

come to seize power setting up the kingdom in a manner so that they should rule without end.”
(socialism, nanny state, amnesty for illegals, bailouts, government takeovers, economic stimuli,
Obamericare, etc., etc.)

zewlwlga zekln wifgn `ede...mipt fr jln mewi mdd miniae“ And in the those same (End) days a
shameless King will rise... and he will seize the Kingdom with a smooth and slick tongue.”



4) :edil` xtq d"q b wlg yxcnd zia (Another Midrash about signs just before Mashiach): 

“After the last king of Persia (AchmadeniJihad - Hashem will erase his name) goes up and
speaks out against Edom (America - in the U.N.) for three years in succession... a man (will then
come to power), who is the least (ideologically respected, and a bold-faced liar) among all the
(historic Edomite) kings and is the son of a maid who washes clothes in a tub... He is very tall,
has a long face with a wide forehead, thin, thin thighs.” 

Stated on the same first page of this Midrash:

“After the last King of Iran has power for three years and 12 months” (elected in June 2005,
Achmadenijad took office on August 6, 2005) “he will be held liable in it” (starting with his
fraudulent re-election of mid-June 2009 followed perhaps by a repeat terrorist attack against
Mumbai, India (and soon after Mexico) this time nuclear – see Navi Yoel 1:15-2:13 as is
depicted on the fifth line of this Midrash). 

On the bottom of the first page it continues:

“Then, on the twentieth of the month called Mar (bitter) Cheshvan, the entire world will shake
through a seismic noise that will sound from the earth until the sky.” This Hebrew date uniquely
falls out on November 7th 2009, though a year is not mentioned, implied is after around 4 years
+3 (months) that the last ruler of Iran has held power. So this time frame is August 6, 2005 –
November 6, 2009 which begins the next distorted gap-down stock market crash. Not so
coincidentally, this date is also the exact one-year anniversary of this final king of Edom's
election (Obama) and the month of the first series of Mumbai attacks. Also, Obama was elected
just days prior to the 70 year (see end footnote) commemoration of Krystall Nacht. But why was
Mumbai attacked in the first place and why again perhaps in a much more devastating way as
Sodom was, that triggers the nine-months of chevlay – birth pangs before Mashiach?

Days after the attacks, an autistic young Jewish man (Binyamin Golden Dec.1, 2008) is quoted
through verified facilitated communication: “Notice the place where all this happened. Mumbai,
India, is a city centered around money [it is India's financial center]. It is a major city of Olam
Hazeh [this materialist world]: full of Western tourism, restaurants, fancy hotels, etc. Moreover,
the essence of India is based on avodah zara (equivalent to idol worship) and there is avodah
zara in every corner. And along with that, Mumbai is also filled with the spiritual filth of the
Western countries, gashmius [materialism] and many other things hated by Hashem. That is why
it is an appropriate place to pass on this message against the Eigel hazahav Golden Calf [“The
Holy Cow,”a euphemism for materialism and vanities of this world]. This is only one small
example of what will take place, throughout the entire world, if we don't do teshuva and
eradicate the terrible impurity that was created by our sins (see Joel 1:15-2:13). That is why it
was so vicious. Yet this is still small in comparison with what is waiting for the world if Am
Yisrael does not destroy the Egel Hazahav (golden calf) and return to the service of Hashem.

Unfortunately, most of the Jews nowadays are very absorbed in the ways and lifestyles of the
gentiles, which revolve around gashmius and the Egel Hazahav. But now Hashem is putting an
end to the golden calfs destroying it completely. It is already in the process of dying [Weekly



bank failings, bankruptcies, unemployment skyrocketing, dollar collapsing, etc.

However we are not entirely finished with the Egel Hazahav yet, and many Jews are still
dreaming and wishing that the world would return to the way it was not too long ago, when
money was flowing and people were very busy with shopping and walking around immodestly
and all the other materialistic, frivolous things which are the exact opposite of Hashem's will -
which is His Torah and His mitzvos.

Yet now, while the Egel Hazahav is dying, many Jews who have become so dependent on the
excess materialism of the world, find that they must curtail the extravagant lifestyles they have
led until now. They are confused and don't know what to do.

They are willing to pray to Hashem for livelihood, but in most cases they are still not prepared to
do real and complete teshuva and make the decision to never again return to their old forbidden
lifestyle, their life of excessive materialism, of the Golden Calf [See Mesilas Yesharim, chapter
1, which explains that the true good life of a Jew is exactly the opposite of the Egel Hazahav].

As long as they are not willing to do real teshuva and go back to being true Jews, then there will
continue to be terrible tragedies. It will continue until the present world of sheker [falsehood]
completely crumbles and those unwilling to do teshuva will disappear from the world, chas
veshalom [see Rambam, Hilchos Teshuva, chapter 8, halacha 5], because in the imminent
coming world of Emes [Truth], only people of Truth can live.

Two of our prophets, Zechariah and Ezekiel, gave us different versions of how the world as we
know it will end. According to one prophecy, many nations will come to Israel to fight against
and destroy the Jewish people. But since the Jews will have done teshuva, Am Yisrael will not
be harmed [see Ezekiel 38]. However, if chas veshalom, we don't do teshuva, there is the other
version, may we never know of it. And that is, that the war will reach all the way to Jerusalem,
with terrible seismic quakes and many, many deaths, etc. [see Zachariah 14 and Radak on Joel
3:2]. There will be many victims and relatively very few will receive Moshiach Tzidkenu.”

Finally, on the bottom of the Midrash’s first page it says on the 20th of Kislev all of Israel will
stand in prayer crying out to their Father in Heaven. This, I believe, is because of the prior event
should it take place, America (Obama) will be dragged to bomb Iran and thus 100,000 missiles
will be flying from Hezbollah, Syria, Iran, and Chamas, Chas Vishalom. A couple of pages later
the same Midrash discussed above says: “Before Edom (America) falls from power, 10 places
will be destroyed and 10 places will be overturned, involving 15 countries that will be destroyed
while this same arrogant king (Obama) will stand and decree evil decrees from his kingdom,”
indicating these events are to occur over the next 3 years.

The significant hidden meaning of the Hebrew year 5770: 

For the first time since creation, this year on the Jewish calendar is  r"yzdthat can be read as
HATISHUA meaning “The Redemption.” This, I believe, points to the entire decade during



which the redemption will hopefully unfold with Hashem's help, as each year contains that
message within it in gradually increasing stages. For example, the year  – 5770 ryzd2010 is
followed by 5771 --  `'ryzdthen 5772 -  a'ryzdand so on, unfolding in ever increasing stages of
holiness, clarity, and truth. The year  – 5770 r"yzd2010 also spells out HA'TAISHA – “The
Nine.” As we know numbers are very important in mystical Jewish tradition. The number nine
means truth. Here is how: 

The number seven or sheva represents the tevah (nature) and thus the physical world. Why does
the number seven represent this concept? Hashem created the world in seven days. Shmitah of
the land is every seven years. The Hebrew word Savai'ah means fullness / to be satisfied. The
number eight, or shimonah, is ma'aleh min hatevah or rising above nature - spiritually speaking
which is one reason why a Bris is done on the eighth day. 

The next number is nine. After one has risen above the material (7) and into the spiritual realm
(8), the only other place left to reach is “truth”(9). Absolute “Truth” is thus represented by the
number “Nine.” The small gematria of  zn`- Emes in fact has the value of 9. After that, the
count simply reverts to the mathematical concept of the Base 10 decimal numbering system,
causing the count to begin anew. This upcoming year  r"yzdor “The Nine” can thus be more
precisely stated as: “Ha'Emes” - “The Truth” -- intrinsic to every year of the next decade.
Naturally, along with “Ha'Teshua”-- Hashem's Redemption comes “Ha'Emes”-- “Hashem's
Truth.” So after nearly 2000 years of exile, darkness, suffering, and lies, in  r"yzdall truths can
begin to be revealed in the world. This climaxes with the ultimate truth and knowledge born
from the Redemption which also makes whole the seventh sefirah of Malchus representing
Hashem's Kingship. Each year in the coming decade in fact contains this seventh sefirah concept,
again, in gradually increasing stages -- the “seventh” centennial (700) and “seventh” decade
(70)[1] both of which are built into each year of the decade - (5)770, 771, 772, etc. A wise
person will know exactly how to prepare in addition to intensive prayer, so that Hashem brings
our Redemption even sooner. In the meantime, in His abundant mercy, Hashem is granting us a
few more minutes to return to Him BiT'shuva (with repenta

[1] The number 70 is significant in its own right i.e. Hashem's 70 Names corresponding to the
Torah's 70 facets. Avraham's Bris Bein Habisarim - covenant between the parts - occurred when
he was 70 years old; 70 years of Babylonian exile; Yaakov's family of 70 who went down to
Egypt; 70 years of Soviet galus Communism; 70 nations of the world that equal the gematria of
Gog Umagog; 70 years ago Hitler started his mission to destroy us corresponding to 70 words of
the prayer Laminatzaich about which the Gaon says equals 70 years of the birth pangs until the
Mashiach. Stay tuned ...


